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Topic and goal of this workshop
• Topic: Culture Change in Academia
Ø Not an easy topic and culture is very often used as an excuse not do anything!
Ø Culture is directly related to governance

• Goal of this gender meeting:
Ø Engage the next generation, both men and women, for a culture change
Ø This meeting will show that “culture change” can be done, relatively fast, but will
need additional measures from leadership and politics – concrete examples will be
given
Ø Want to convince the next generation that this is better for us all
Ø Better governance does not mean more administration
… however better governance is “harder work” for leadership

• My motivation:
Ø After my diploma (master) degree at ETH Zurich in 1984, I was convinced that
there will be no gender issues anymore for my career
Ø I was convinced, that if I show performance, I can achieve anything … and initially
this was true.
Ø 2010 stepped up in leadership with director of NCCR MUST
Mandate and resources by SNSF to do something for advancement of women
Ø I will (probably) retire from ETH Zurich in 2024, 40 years later!
Today I am very concerned about an “increasing hostility” against excellent women
in STEM fields, which makes me feel I had it easy …

2010 empowered by SNSF: NCCR MUST
Explicit mandate and resources from SNSF to NCCR leaderships:
Advancement of women!
http://www.nccr-must.ch/equal_opportunities.html

2010 Director NCCR MUST: Time to try harder
VIEWPOINT
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Retaining Talented
Women Scientists:
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W

hen I began my career 30 years ago, I was conthan the scientific reputation I have established. I have
vinced that all I had to do in order to become a
had to deal with challenging issues and attitudes related
successful scientist was to be very good at my job and to
to starting a family, organizing my laboratory space, and
excel in my scientific expertise. I believed that there was
building up my research group. To gain a wider perspecno longer discrimination against women in science, and I
tive on my experience, I turned to numerous research
was positive that I wanted to build a career and, if I chose
reports on the absence of women in science, and the evito, have a family. Now, as a tenured female professor with
dence is there, cited again and again: Within the scientific
a spouse and children, I look back on my career and find
culture, women face discriminatory attitudes that often
that the issue of women in science is much more complilead them to be excluded, along with minorities. An article
cated than I had initially thought.
about subtle discrimination published in the Washington
Don’t get me wrong: I have an exciting, exhilaratPost by physics professor Meg Urry highlighted experiences
ing and fulfilling job. Yet I still find myself hesitating to
that were analogous to mine (see link in the references).
characterize the experience as wholly positive. While I’ve
There are many special programs geared toward encourengaged in many wonderful research collaborations with
aging women scientists to remain in academia. They advise
my colleagues, I have also experienced a number of inciwomen on how to fit better within the academic environdents that have led me to conclude that there is something
ment. You will succeed if you are excellent in your work, if
systematic going on in science. Women and some men are
you find a mentor, if you choose a supportive life partner,
experiencing discouraging behavior and attitudes that proif you improve your confidence, and if you make sure that
vide disincentives for them to remain in academic science.
you speak out so that you do not seem invisible. These tips
In my early career at Stanford University and Bell
are surely helpful, but why is the responsibility for change
Laboratories, one of the most motivating pieces of advice
always put on these talented people? My experience shows
I received from a scientific colleague
that this is too simple a solution. The
and mentor was: “No one said it
scientific community must make greater
As a tenured female
would be easy; just try harder.” That
efforts within individual disciplines to
powerful statement became a mantra
identify and change the factors prohibiting
professor with a
for me. I kept it in mind as I built up
women and others from staying in science.
spouse
and
children,
a large research group, raised two chilThe 2009 gender statistics for the physdren, and established a scientific track
ics department at ETH Zurich in SwitI look back on my
record. I have now been a tenured
zerland show the representation of women
career and find that
professor for 17 years, and I currently
as follows: 16.5 percent of undergraduates
the issue of women
serve as the director of a multi-collabare women; 17.7 percent of Ph.D. students
orative Swiss National Science Founare women; and 13.3 percent of postin science is much
dation project. I became a successful
docs are female. I am one of two tenured
more complicated
science professor. However, my adviser
women professors; overall, women comwas right. It has not been easy.
prise 9.5 percent of the faculty.
than I had initially
My experience as a woman scienI feel very positively about my life
thought.
tist has been much more complicated
choices, but I am aware that retaining
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OSA, The Optical Society
www.osa.org
OSA viewpoint, Feb. 2011:
“At this point in my career, I have earned
the respect of my colleagues. I have put
in the work to establish a long career. If
I as a senior female science professor
cannot speak up strongly for change ...
who can?”
OPN Optics & Photonics News
www.osa-opn.org
Started a new column
with Prof. Anthony Johnson, former
president of OSA and Dr. Anna Garry
Sept. 2011
Reflections on Diversity

http://www.nccr-must.ch/equal_opportunities/opn_column_reflections_in_diversity.html

MIT Report 1999
•

Senior women professors at MIT got organized and reported discrimination in resource
distributions and culture to president

•

MIT President started a more detailed survey

•

MIT report published, acknowledging gender discrimination and announced
additional measures

•

This helped me to stay in academia, after I just had two children in 1997-1998
Ø “I am not alone and it is not my fault …”
Ø “the best I can do is to be successful ...
then one day my colleagues will treat me with more respect”

2012 ETH Women Professors Forum (ETH WPF)
ETH WPF Executive Board (Elected during first assembly meeting, 7 March 2012):
Ursula Keller, Physics, President
With financial support from
Janet Hering, EAWAG Director, Vice President
Swiss National Science Foundation
Marcella Carollo, Physics
(with NCCR MUST)
Silvia Dorn, Environmental Systems Science
Following the MIT role model!
Gudela Grote, Management Sciences
Renate Schubert, Delegate for Equal Opportunities to ETH President, Humanities, Social and Political Sciences
Viola Vogel, Health Sciences and Technology

ETH Zurich
61 women Prof.
as of Feb. 2013
75% are members
(i.e. 45 Profs.)
History: http://www.nccr-must.ch/equal_opportunities/eth_women_professors_forum.html
ETH WPF webpage: https://eth-wpf.ch/

Professors at ETH Zurich, 1855-2019
Male dominated management culture (130 years only male)

1993 start Keller
End of 2018 (2019) (ETH Monitoring Report 2019/2020)
13.3% (14.3%) female tenured professors: 53 (57) female, 346 male
21.9% (24.7%) female assistant professors (not all tenure track):
20 (24) female, 71 (74) male
https://ethz.ch/services/en/employment-and-work/working-environment/equal-opportunities/strategie-und-zahlen/gender-monitoring.html

2012 ETH Women Professors Forum (ETH WPF)
ETH WPF Executive Board (Elected during first assembly meeting, 7 March 2012):
Ursula Keller, Physics, President
With financial support from
Janet Hering, EAWAG Director, Vice President
Swiss National Science Foundation
Marcella Carollo, Physics
(with NCCR MUST)
Silvia Dorn, Environmental Systems Science
Following the MIT role model!
Gudela Grote, Management Sciences
Renate Schubert, Delegate for Equal Opportunities to ETH President, Humanities, Social and Political Sciences
Viola Vogel, Health Sciences and Technology

We wanted to be an advisory board on gender issues for the leadership
in the ETH domain …

ETH Zurich
61 women Prof.
as of Feb. 2013
75% are members
(i.e. 45 Profs.)
History: http://www.nccr-must.ch/equal_opportunities/eth_women_professors_forum.html
ETH WPF webpage: https://eth-wpf.ch/

Work Culture
•

Unfortunately the ETH culture was not ready for a more inclusive leadership

•

Told by my colleagues in the physics department during NCCR MUST phase:
I have accumulated too much power
… after excluding me from any leadership position within D-PHYS ever since
2010 by simple majority vote without any further explanation

Professors
ETH
1855-2016
My story: “What makes me
tick? Why doat
I still
wantZurich,
change for
women in STEM”
Link to 10. Jan.Gender
2022 News
on ULPatwebpage
monitoring
ETH Zurich since 2009/10

•

•

There is political pressure to increase women in science (required and justified)

•

Increasing number of excellent women question many established privileges for
our male colleagues

•

Male dominated management culture and informal male networks affect current
work culture

•

Women very often not welcome, maybe tolerated with limited resources and power

1993 start Keller
End of 2018 (2019) (Monitoring Report 2019/2020)

Work Culture: 2019ABBREVIATIONS
WPF survey published

2019 Survey of Issues Important to women Professors at EPFL/ETHZ:
Organized by the WPF (Women Professors Forum
ETH Zurich and EPFL): https://eth-wpf.ch/
EPFL: Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne

then use link: https://eth-wpf.ch/category/publications/
Swiss Federal
Institute
of Technology Zurich
suesAndraised
by women faculty atETHZ:
EPFL
and
ETHZ
Or directly: https://eth-wpf.ch/survey-of-issues-important-to-women-professors-at-epfl-and-ethz-2019/
Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology
partments/institutes and womenEAWAG:
professors’
ETH WPF: ETH Women Professors Forum
(an association
of women professors empoyed in the ETH Domain).
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omen within an institution is also an important aspect

professors is at the full professor rank (40 professors) with 17 associate professors and 6 tenuretrack professors (Table 1).

Work Culture: 2019 WPF survey published
Table 2 - Percent of women professors per rank at each institution.
EPFL numbers (in 2017)

ETHZ numbers (in 2017)

Rank

% women

% women

Assistant prof. tenure-track

27

13

Assistant prof. non tenure-track

100

29

Associate prof.

19

35

Full prof.

9

10

11 at ETH Zurich, 1855-2016
12
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Adjunct prof.
Total Prof.
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Critical mass of women is essential (96% EPFL, 100% ETHZ):
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for this bias was that there weren’t enough women applicants (90% EPFL, 89% ETHZ) and that
13.3% (14.3%) female tenured professors: 53 (57) female, 346 male
there are no clearly defined
criteria for selection, resulting in subjective criteria to dominate (89%

professors is at the full professor rank (40 professors) with 17 associate professors and 6 tenuretrack professors (Table 1).

Work Culture: 2019 WPF survey published
Table 2 - Percent of women professors per rank at each institution.
EPFL numbers (in 2017)

ETHZ numbers (in 2017)

Rank

% women

% women

Assistant prof. tenure-track

27

13

Assistant prof. non tenure-track

100

29

Associate prof.
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mass of women is
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change the
dynamics.

There is a clear consensus among women professors that a critical mass of women
is essential to change the dynamics in a work situation (96% EPFL, 100% ETHZ)
and this statement heralds back to the previous section about work culture. All
the statements relating to the number of women, whether in general (91% EPFL,
94% ETHZ), at the full professor rank (98% EPFL, 97% ETHZ), on decisionmaking boards (93% EPFL, 88% ETHZ), as institute directors (89% EPFL, 91%
ETHZ), agree in pointing out the insufficient number of women professors (Figure
4). A corollary to the issue of the low number of women professors is the fact that
the women who are professors are asked to be on too many committees, negatively
impacting their productivity (89% EPFL, 85% ETHZ).

About 60% of the respondents reported that they thought the hiring process was biased against
women (63% EPFL, 60% ETHZ) (Figure 4). Amongst those, many pointed out that the root causes
for this bias was that there weren’t enough women applicants (90% EPFL, 89% ETHZ) and that
there are no clearly defined criteria for selection, resulting in subjective criteria to dominate (89%

professors is at the full professor rank (40 professors) with 17 associate professors and 6 tenuretrack professors (Table 1).
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mass of women is
essential to
change the
dynamics.
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Different types of ”leaky pipelines” at ETH Zurich
Chemistry (also Biology,
Medicine, …)

Physics (also Informatik …)

SSA: Senior scientific assistant (with limited contract)
SS: Senior scientist (with permanent contract)

https://ethz.ch/services/en/employment-and-work/working-environment/equal-opportunities/strategie-und-zahlen/gender-monitoring.html

Work Culture: 2019 WPF survey published

SURVEY OF ISSUES
IMPORTANT TO
WOMEN PROFESSORS
AT EPFL AND ETHZ
2019
ETH Women Professors Forum
https://eth-wpf.ch

Additional measures needed for change…
MIT applied affirmative
action hiring policies:
1971, 1996, 2006
Imperial College London (ICL)

1994: establishing a
committee on women
faculty in the school of
science
16 out of 17 tenured
women Professors
“the feeling of an injustice,
the anger that accumulates
from this recognition, and
the strong desire for change
for themselves and future
generations”
http://www.nccr-must.ch/equal_opportunities/opn_column_reflections_in_diversity/opn_column_april_2015.html
Source: OSA, OPN, April 2015

Measurable results: current status physics at ETH
Lets consider the hiring statistics in my department:
1991 Swiss national woman demonstration: increased political pressure for more
women at ETH
1992-1993
Direct hire (i.e. “Direktberufung” – no selection committee) of two women professors:
Ursula Keller, tenured associate professor
Felicitas Pauss, assistant professor

1994 – 2016 (i.e. for 22 years)
All professor selection committees resulted in hiring a male professor with 24:0
On the level of permanent senior-scientist ≈33:1 (not dual-career)
One dual-career appointment into a tenured professor position: Marcella Carollo (2002)
Two dual career appointment as senior scientist (Chitra Ramasubramanian, Aude Gehrmann-de Ridder)

2017
Prof. Simon Lilly initiated an emergency program to appoint female tenure-track
faculty (supported also by Prof. Keller, his wife Prof. Carollo and ETH WPF efforts)
2019 Prof. Carollo terminated, “Carollo case” very controversially discussed in the
media, currently at Swiss Federal Administrative Court
2018-2020: The “Carollo case” at ETH made this possible
5 tenure-track women assistant professors hired (even more without tenure track)

Work Culture
Male dominated management culture (130 years only male)

Escalation of hostility against women
• We experience an escalation of hostility against women, partially triggered by the
political pressure to hire more women
• This partially results from a perceived feeling of injustice and a feeling of
“reverse discrimination” of many male colleagues.
• There is a lack of understanding of current gender issues and problems and
requires broader education

In the beginning, equal treatment may feel like
“reverse discrimination” – but it’s not!
Example of a broader education effort:
The Juno*-type project maybe a possible approach for a culture change that will
benefit not only women, but will improve science for all.
* https://www.iop.org/about/IOP-diversity-inclusion/project-juno - gref

Women reject their work culture in tech fields
Careers outside science
Non-university research
(industry, government etc.)
2017 Forbes report:
women leave the tech field
at a rate that is 45% higher than men
Women are opting out of their careers
because they are rejecting the workplace
It is NOT primarily a “pipeline” problem.
It exists even in fields where women are
well represented (and have been for
decades, e.g. Medicine, Chemistry, ….)

Early Career
Research

Permanent
Research Staff

The Royal Society, 2010 The Scientific Century

Professor
It is about work culture:
power, resources and privileges:
Need equal access, not just for special groups
… lost opportunties for us all!

Bad work culture with low number of women
Bundesrätin Simonetta Somaruga (Swiss Federal Councilor)
(3SAT, 2. June 2021, Episode Frauen und Macht):

“Die Macht der Männer ist, Frauen zu spalten.
Und das muss man als Frau durchschauen”
“The power of men is to divide women. And you have to see through that as a woman”

•

Women need to realize and understand:
in the end it is about power, resources and privileges for special groups

•

More excellent women are here:
there is more competition for the limited number of leadership and professor positions

•

Traditional power games: secure power by dividing
With regards to women this means:
career women versus house wives, young vs. senior, quota women (yes vs. no), co-opting
a few women “to play ball” … all question women’s ability to fit in and deliver

Understand to stop traditional power games
Recommended for reading: Kramer and Harris in their book
It's Not You It's the Workplace: Women's Conflict at Work and the Bias that Built
•

There is no evidence that women have more
frequent conflicts in working with other women

•

Women actually spend more time supporting,
counseling, and advocating for women than men do

•

Unfortunately, when women actively promote other
women, they often face career penalities

•

Not even white male executives received any careerrelated advantage for actually working to create
diversity

•

Many highly educated and talented women are opting out
of their careers because they are rejecting the workplace

•

Cultivate women-only networks to feel more welcome in
current work culture & broader education of issues

2017 Forbes report (p. 62): women leave the tech field
at a rate that is 45% higher than men

Understand to stop traditional power games
On page 62:
Women in bad work culture have the following
options:
1) Leave
2) Accept second class status
3) Try to get ahead by becoming one of the boys
4) By building sisterhood and seeking systemic changes
Sisterhood is not the same thing as friendship
Sisterhood is women supporting, mentoring, and
advocating for other women
Sisterhood is an ethical, political, social, and economic
relationship. It does not need to be a personal one.

2017 Forbes report (p. 62): women leave the tech field
at a rate that is 45% higher than men

Women in leadership positions
Recommended for reading:
"When a woman excels at her job,
both male and female co-workers
will remark that she may be
accomplishing a lot but is ‘not as wellliked by her peers’ .
She is probably also ‘too aggressive’,
‘not a team player’, ‘a bit political’,
‘can’t be trusted’ or ‘difficult’.“

In a hostile work culture this can result in:
character assassination (”Rufmord”)
… because in this case women do not get the normal benefit of doubt

Open letter signed by 145 women scientists
Open letter to the Max Planck Gesellschaft (MPG) on 18. Nov. 2021
Link
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE LEADERSHIP OF THE MAX PLANCK SOCIETY (MPG)
We are writing to express our concern at the highly publicized dismissals, demotions, and conflicts
involving female Directors of Max Planck Institutes (MPI). These reports have appeared in
prestigious and widely read outlets including Science (in 20211 and 20182) and Nature (in 20183),
where issues of leadership and bullying have been highlighted. Similar reports have also publicized
cases involving women in top academic positions at the University of Copenhagen (in Nature in
20194), ETH Zurich (in Science in 20185), and the University of London (in Science in 20186), indicating
that these issues involving senior women extend well beyond the MPG.
As detailed by Kramer and Harris in their book It's Not You It's the Workplace: Women's Conflict at
Work and the Bias
Builtthis
It andletter:
by Gillard and Okonjo-Iwela in Women and Leadership: Real Lives,
My motivation
tothat
sign
Real Lessons, professional women face many biases that disproportionately delay their advancement
Link along the career track and compromise their effectiveness and even their tenure in positions of
“The
current
culture
with
informal,
mostly
male-dominated
power and
authority.
Female
leaders are
judged
more harshly,
and allegations
of leadership
shortcomings
are far more
often
made against
leaders
than male ones. and
networks
with
gender
bias,female
limited
accountability

transparency in decisions and resource distribution,

Gender bias in individual institutions can be difficult to assess because of the small numbers of
negatively
affects
women
leadership
positions,
and
women in
leading scientific
positions.
The MaxinPlanck
Society (MPG),
however, has
a large number
of Directors.
We thereforethe
call on
the MPG
leadership to
the statistics
for MPI Directors
discourages
next
generation
toexamine
step up
into leadership
who have left their positions before retirement or faced sanctions or demotions within the MPG. Are
positions.
My goal
is disproportionately
to change thisrepresented
with better
governance.”
women and/or
non-German
nationals
in these
groups? To what
extent do departures reflect institutional pressure from the MPG? What publicity accompanied
these departures or demotions?

Culture change with better governance
Work culture can be improved with larger number of women & better governance:
• Conflation of scientific autonomy with management autonomy:
simple majority vote stops sustainable culture change (resistance for change, current male-dominated
management culture worked well for a special selection of people)
Fig. 7 – Responses
to questions
related
to the allocation
resources. requirement
Blue bars represent ETHZ, pink
• Accountabiliy and transparency
for resources
and
decisions
is aofminimal
bars represent EPFL. Light-colored bars represent possible actions.
EPFL

ETHZ

In your opinion, the institute director / Dean / department head could do more to address issues relevent to women
faculty by the following actions:
Each institute makes the data on space and resources
distribution available each year

Establish a transparent process for requesting
additional space/resources
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Implement shared resources when and where warranted
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• Equal access to leadership6.position:
“rotation principle”
Conclusions
Gender diversity among
teachingprocedures
staff has been found
have a direct impact
on student performance
• Independent checks and independent
grievance
aretonecessary
for sufficient
oversight – and
and scholarly progression. Results from a study exploiting data from the U.S. Air Force Academy, where
ultimately credibility – in thestudents
existing
university culture.
are randomly assigned to professors for a wide variety of mandatory standardized courses
suggest that while
the professor’s
gender has little impact on male students, it has a significant effect
• Broader education and engagement
of diversity
issues
on the performance of female students in math and science classes, on their likelihood of taking
• We need real benefits for engaging
onscience
thesecourses,
issues,
both
men and
women
future math and
andfor
on their
likelihood
of graduating
withleadership
a STEM degree (Carrell
et al., 2009). And the estimates point to the largest impact for female students with very strong math
• It can be done fast. See theskills
Juno
program in the UK for a culture change in physics
(Carrell et al., 2009).
Project Juno Link
Thus, it is of paramount importance to consider, understand and alleviate the issues impacting the
majority of women professors, in order to ensure that future generations of female students have good

Recommended additional reading
Published 2018

https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/sexual-harassment-in-academia

Published 2020

specially recommended: Chapter 3,
“The role of passive evil in perpetuating downward academic mobbing”
on page 57: “One of the most disheartening findings in many published studies on downward
academic mobbing is that university HR departments, in particular, are not only unhelpful to
victims (either by failing to recognize the mobbing or mismanaging the cases brought before them)
but in many cases actually protect and assist unethical administrators in their framing and abuse
of targets."

Why is the “gender” topic still an issue?
•

Many key gender issues summarized in one reference:
Great way to jump into the topic.
“Sexism in Academy”, Troy Vettese, 2019, published in Issue 34:
n+1, Head Case
https://www.nplusonemag.com/magazine/ and about the author

•

Being aware about current challenges helps to not take it personally
“I am happy for every woman who does not need to experience
gender/sexual harrassment!”
Unfortunately too many still do …

References and weblinks
2019 Survey of Issues Important to women Professors at EPFL/ETHZ:
https://eth-wpf.ch/
And then use link: https://eth-wpf.ch/category/publications/
Or directly: https://eth-wpf.ch/survey-of-issues-important-to-women-professors-at-epfl-and-ethz-2019/

19. May 2020: ETH Zurich professor survey published
https://ethz.ch/services/en/news-and-events/internal-news/archive/2020/05/checking-in-on-our-professors.html
And more details:
https://ethz.ch/services/en/news-and-events/internal-news/archive/2020/05/checking-in-on-our-professors.html
You can also find some interesting ETH gender statistics here:
https://ethz.ch/services/en/employment-and-work/working-environment/equal-opportunities/strategie-und-zahlen/gender-monitoring.html

July 2020: Report of the commission on the Status of Women Faculty at EPFL
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/new-recommendations-to-improve-the-status-of-wom-4/

This 2020 EPFL report is similar to the 1999 MIT report.
There is a more detailed report for EPFL internal use and unfortunately confidential.

There is a lot of learning material that would help the broader community to better
understand the problems.
Currently some significant leadership efforts are focused on keeping the women quiet.
More concerned about a potential reputational damage rather than fixing the problem.

